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Chapter I 

Introduction 

Like many poets, Walt Whitman maintains a particular selection of images that aid in 

the fonnation of his verse These are images which appear with such regularity that the reader 

is all but forced to recognize them as occupying a special place in the mind of the author. 

Among the select group of frequently recurring images that we uncover in Leaves of Grass, 

few (if any) radiate with a more notable brilliance than the image of blood. If we stop to 

consider the highly provocative nature of blood, either as an image or as a reality, then it 

becomes readily apparent why blood imagery should become such a prominent feature in 

Whitman's verse. Blood gives and sustains life among all human beings, yet the sight or image 

of it can also vividly remind us of our own mortality. It can bring a feeling of relief, as in the 

case of sick or wounded people getting the precious material that will snatch them firmly or 

temporarily into survival as they draw closer to the void . It can also bring a sense of joy in 

times when people are made aware of their own good health, in part , by noticing a change in 

their color, or it can give us a pleasant sense of mystery through its image as we behold and 

speak of "blood-red roses," for instance. On the other hand , blood can immediately startle 

us when we see it in the open, either from ourselves or from those around us, human or 

animal. Whitman seems to have all of these idea and more in mind as he sets about 

employing the image of blood in his poems It is an image which holds so much power that 

a writer who uses it must sometimes consider the responsibilities which go along with its 

evocation. The evidence of the poetry demonstrates that \\ hit man was aware of the power 

of the blood imagery, so an examination of the different ways in which the poet applies this 

imagery will bring us a new and well-focused perspective on the poetry 

Early in his career Whitman found aesthetic and artistic joy in literature but also 

dipped his hands into the harsh reality of blood He started as a printer ' s apprentice. The 

· h. 1 t d unti·l Whitman was seventeen and during these years he became apprentices 1p as e ' 

d h I rful dventure novels of Sir\\ alter Scott James Fenimore Cooper, and 
expose to t e co o a ' 

b f h 
· · the genre Several biographers such as Allen, Miller, Price, and 

a num er o ot er wnters m · ' 
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others have described these elements of Whitman 's early life. The first fires of Whitman 's 

adventurous spirit were kindled by such works, and he read them with great eagerness--thus 

beginning a voracious love of novels which remained with him throughout his life; it was also 

during these years that Whitman made his first attempts at writing verse, primarily in the style 

of Sir Walter Scott. Between the ages of seventeen and nineteen, Whitman worked as a full y 

qualified journeyman printer and occasionally accepted teaching positions in several country 

schoolhouses on Long Island. At nineteen, his love of reading and fondness for writing caused 

him to make a natural progression from the world of printing to the world of journalism, and 

for the next twelve years Whitman maintained the hectic schedule and heavy workload of a 

professional journalist, producing editorials, news items, and some largely sentimental poems 

and fictional pieces for several newspapers The climax in this steady period of journalistic 

act ivity occurred when Whitman took over the duties of editorship for the prestigious 

Brooklyn Daily fugle between 1846 and 1848. Shortly after the job ended, he made a three

month sojourn to New Orleans, via Chicago and several points in the Midwest , to become an 

editor of the Daily Crescent. 

During this journalistic experience, Whitman shifted from conventional methods of 

observation toward a stance where truth is filtered through an all-encompassing view that 

embraces the ideals of the individual in concord with social reality and its expediency. More 

importantly, this all-encompassing view began to color the new poetry which he was 

composing--poetry that certainly had its genesis in the recordings and recollections of his 

youth in Brooklyn, but which was further enhanced by the initial impressions of both the vast 

reaches of America and the rich variety of people that he encountered on the trip . At this time, 

Whitman was developing a poetic persona with enough malleability to allow him to speak of 

America by actually becoming America--or the world, or even the universe. Through his own 

d Wh·t an introduced a small portion of the American public to this money an resources, 1 m 

· h bl . t' of Leaves of Grass in I 855 Coming as it did before the grand persona with t e pu 1ca ion 

· • • c· ·1 w many people considered the imagery ( of blood and of Jarring brutality of the 1v1 ar, 

• · h II d ·tan obscene book--yet there were some who instantly sexuality) so shocking that t ey ca e 1 

. • f wh· , achievement Among these were the ew England realized the true ment o itman s 
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Transcendentali st thinkers, led by Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Bronson 

Alcott; they knew that the ideas put fi rth b wh· · · · · 0 Y 1tman m his book were ideas concerning the 
past present and future of Ame · d · I · , ' nca an its peop e, and told with a blunt language and 

attitude that they equally admired and deemed necessary for the purpose at hand, which was 

to shake America out of its complacency and cause its people to realize that to be a great 

nation involves great responsibilities. 

One of the primary responsibilities which had to be faced was overcoming the state 

of gross inequality among the American people as a result of slavery, a matter that culminated 

in the American Civil War of the early 1860s. The war moved Whitman very deeply, as it did 

all Americans. Whitman's writing and his later editions of Leaves made an abrupt change with 

his entry into the awful carnage of the Civil War When it commenced, he joined the crowds 

of people who were caught up in the excitement of it all. However, early in the war his 

brother George was wounded and sent to a hospital in Washington D.C. When he arrived at 

the hospital , Whitman found his brother making a steady recovery, but he also saw many 

soldiers in need of serious care. He opted to stay in Washington D C. , working as a clerk in 

a number of government offices while also providing assistance in field hospitals both in and 

around the area. He performed his hospital services in the capacity of what Gay Wilson Allen 

in The Solita,y Singer calls "a nurse of the soul" (290) and Allen offers an enlightening 

glimpse of these services by stating that "Whitman at first merely talked with the soldiers, 

took messages to send to their relatives, and performed little personal services for them. But 

gradually he began using his own meager funds to buy stamps, fruit , reading matter, or other 

inexpensive items that he saw they especially needed or wanted . Although he himself did not 

use tobacco in any form and most hospital authorities strongly disapproved of its use by their 

patients, Whitman noticed the solace that it gave to some of the men, and began carrying 

I f b d. t ·b te to anyone who wanted it. In each case he fitted the gift to the parce s o to acco to 1s n u 

· · H ful t overlook no one not even the Confederate soldiers confined in rec1p1ent. e was care o , 

these Union hospitals" (289-90) 
· f h. h he culled from both his experiences during the war and The sections o poetry w ic 

- - • · .c: II d th ssassination of Abraham Lincoln are especially pivotal the national gnef which 10 owe e a 
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in anv exarrunation of the imagery in Wh. , 
- itman s work due to the fact that these poems signal 

the tragic undercurrent which k · · · · wor s m poetic concert with his shaken but implacable 
optimism. 

Whitman's critics have ind· ti b h irec Y ut not t oroughly suggested the role of blood as a 

central image in Leaves oif Grass Th' t d b · · · · · · is s u y, y exammmg a neglected image, will bmld 

upon the criticism of several major Whitman scholars. Critics who examine matters of 

Whitman's poetic identity and his role in the community somehow fail to recognize the poet's 

phallic boasts, his insistence on the rising blood, the heat, and the passion of the individual 

self In the article "Eligible to Burst Forth' Whitman and the Art of Reticence," Nancy 

Sherman uses the popular juxtaposition of the power that Whitman achieves through his style 

of expansiveness with the power that Emily Dickinson gains through a language of abstraction 

and constraint. Sherman favors Dickinson 's style because she believes that it reflects the 

struggles of an individual person with greater clarity than the boisterous, all-inclusive style 

of Whitman 's poetry and that the poetic sensibilities of the reader are likely to be more 

receptive to Dickinson 's style for this reason . Still , Sherman does not completely dismiss 

Whitman on these grounds; she points to the section of love poems from Leaves of Grass 

titled "Calamus" and argues that the imagery of this section i uncharacteri stically muted and 

contains perhaps the only evidence to be found in the entire book of what she calls "the ring 

of self-definition, of real self-consciousness" ( 13) . In Walt Whitman: The Poem as Primte 

Histo, y , Graham Clarke finds some common ground with Sherman 's observations that , more 

often than not, Whitman 's poetry lacks the feature of a strong personal element , although he 

argues that the poet allows this element to shine through the imagery when it is essentially 

important for him to do so . Clarke quite naturally uses the poem "Song of Myself' as a 

yardstick for his analysis of the image of self that Whitman conveys in his poetry. He claims 

that what we find in "Song of Myself' and other poems is "a projection of a declared ideal 

If · · ·d I d't'on which is a reflection of the outer not the inner man behind the se --v01cmg an I ea con 1 1 , 

poetry" (79). Furthermore, Clarke feels that instances of uncertainty and reflection which are 

· d' · f " I or private self ' (80) would damage a poem like "Song of Myself," m 1cat1ve o a persona 

h depends Iaroely on unbroken momentum for its success. In 
due to the fact that sue a poem o 
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]he J,unar Light of Whitman 's Poetry, M. Wynn Thomas also uses "Song of Myself ' to 

explore the imagery of self and individualism, and he poses the idea that a dual motive exists 

within the poet ' s employment of th' · · h · · 1s imagery m t e work. For Thomas, the image of self m 

the poem is used to impart a rejoicing in the beauty of sheer existence on one hand, while on 

the other hand (and in a more obscure sense for the audience of today) it comes to represent 

an argument against the forces of greed that seemingly dominate the American drive for 

progress which the poet cherishes This latter view of the image of self in the poem leads 

Thomas to claim that "Song of Myself' both implicitly and explicitly attacks the contemporary 

tendency ( deriving from as well as expressed in, actual socioeconomic practice) to view the 

self--in its relations to itself, to others, and to the world at large--overwhelmingly in 

possessive, proprietorial, and therefore inevitably competitive terms" ( 42). Put simply, 

Thomas feels that the image of self in the poem simultaneously represents a celebration of 

burgeoning materiality and a condemnation of rampant materialism. 

The individual self within a social context brings other insights, such as one by Robert 

Leigh Davis in the article "Whitman 's Tympanum: A Reading of 'Drum Taps,"' which 

discusses the poet ' s employment of imagery designed to heighten social harmony after the 

Civil War. Davis focuses on Whitman 's use of the word "tympanum" in the section and how 

his recognition of its meaning as both a hearing membrane and a printing tool allows him to 

view the word as an image in which the poetic bond between oral communication and the 

written word is fortified . The image in turn causes Whitman 's images of social unity to gain 

a substantial amount of power due to the fact that it symbolically places him in the position 

held by many ancient poets of being a man at the center of society. In Walt Whitman and the 

Citizen 's Eye, James Dougherty deals with the poet ' s use of parades, pageants, and many 

other public events and activities in his writing as a means of improving social relations among 

the American people. He maintains that the influence of visual arts, namely painting and 

h h II Whitman to present images of social unity in such a way that a p otograp y, a ows . 

b d 
· f · ness and imaginative processes becomes possible for the reader; as roa enmg o consc10us 

I d
. D herty "the reader is invited to follow the example of the poet; to 

a resu t, accor mg to oug , 
· · t 'th the same sketchbook attentiveness" (70) . Chapter 2 of this 

walk his own city stree s w1 
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thesis will extend the critical com 
mentary to embrace blood imagery that heightens the 

identi ty of the persona with the communi·t yen masse 
Another group of schola · . rs exammes the imagery of human sexuality. Images of 

sexuality in Whitman's poetry will b bl I · · · · pro a Y a ways garner large amounts of cnt1cal d1scuss1on 
due to the fact that the poet harbo d · · re many unconventional thoughts on sexual matters which 

he often added to his poetry in some way· · d d f h · b. · h. h , m ee , one o t e pnmary o ~ect1ves w 1c 

governed Whitman 's self-assumed role as a poet of America lies in his desire to make 

sexuality and sexual imagery figure prominently among the canons of literary taste and 

decency, whose purveyors often viewed him as a barbarian. eedless to say, Whitman 's 

feelings were not injured by such views; they only served to strengthen his conviction to 

continue on a course toward a day when human sexuality would be celebrated rather than 

condemned . In Whitman and Tradition, Kenneth M. Price discusses the poet ' s portrayal of 

female sexuality in the well-known eleventh section of "Song of Myself," where the young 

independent woman engages imaginatively in the highly questionable activity of bathing with 

several strange men--a truly shocking image to present to the moral vanguard of Whitman 's 

time. Price uses this section as a means to indicate that Whitman sent out strong messages 

through his poetry concerning the rights of women and the control which they should have 

over their own sexuality; however, he also indicates that Whitman speaks of such rights well 

before it is either safe or advisable for women to do so . Price goes on to mention how 

Whitman 's liberal attitudes toward sex and the institution of marriage influenced many 

novelists later in the century to break away from stagnant social conventions, stating that 

"such writers as Garland, Chopin, and Forster, dissatisfied both with the prevailing marital 

ideology and with the restricted scope of the novel, gained inspiration from Whitman 's 

candor" (99) . In Masculine Landscapes, Byrne R. S Fane discusses Whitman 's role in 

b · · h 1·ty t a more prominent place in American literature, partly through a use nngmg omose:>...1.ia I o 

oflanguage in which he treats the subject indirectly by, for instance, using images of "fancy 

d Id. " d "onanists" to refer to what he calls "effeminate or secretive 
men," "neuters an ge mgs, an 

h 
,, ) F 1 mentions the reluctance of many literary scholars to 

omosexuals (22 . one a so 
. , h uality while implyino that a firm understanding of the 

acknowledoe Whitman s omosex , ::, ::, 
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se\.-ual imagery in hi s poetry can nJ hr 0 Y comet ough an acknowledgment of this fact Although 

Fone would most likely agree with the previous observations drawn from the Kenneth M. 

Price text concerning Whitman's rt J f C' · · po raya o 1emale sexuality, he widens the scope of such 

observations with the statement th t "C' wh· · · · a 1or 1tman the realization of women's free sexuality 

is only a necessary prelude to what appears to be for him the more important realization of 

male-male genital activity" (23) . Chapter 3 of this thesis will extend the critical discussion of 

this sexual motif by examining in detail the manner by which Whitman's blood imagery 

celebrates the life force 

Another set of critics has noticed Whitman's unrelenting emphasis on death . In My 

Soul and I, David Cavitch discusses the dream sequences which make up stanzas 3 through 

5 of the poem "The Sleepers" as being remarkably poignant studies of death and dying within 

the framework of the piece, due to the "feelings of wretched helplessness" (77) evoke in the 

persona upon being subjected to visions of horrific deaths that are unpreventable. He 

suggests that Whitman's primary objective behind the depictions of the drowning swimmer, 

the loss oflife in the shipwreck, and the faith placed in General Washington by the parents of 

his slaughtered troops is to express the danger which can arise from forming "bonds of trust" 

(78) with people or things (war generals, drifts and eddies of the sea, etc. . ) that are 

essentially possessed by too much reckless power to allow such bonds to have any 

permanence. 

In the article "Final Gestures," Tim Armstrong comments on the idea that Whitman's 

growing uneasiness concerning his own impending death, coupled with his desire to forestall 

giving a definitive "last word" in the book, leads him to develop the first and second annexes 

to Leaves of Grass Both of the annexes contain closing pieces that address the matter of his 

death and the thought of bring the entire work to an end in term that Armstrong considers to 

be more representative of the poet's mind-set in his last years than the views expressed in "So 

Longl"--to poem which he used to end the primary text from 1860 onward. While Whitman 

d · I b ti fident outlook in "So Long I" regarding both death and the 1sp ays a uoyan y con 
· f h. ·n the ·mind of the reader Armstrong suggests that the poet's sustainment o 1s presence 1 1 , 

h tt gl·ves way to feelings of uncertainty in the piece which ends 
confidence about t ese ma ers 
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wilh firSt annex, "After the Supper and Talk," causing him to exhibit far more reluctance to 

part from the reader in this poem th · "S L " · · · · an m o ongl The cnt1c also intimates that the 

uncertainty which the poet experiences as he stands on the threshold of death also affects the 

ending poem of the second annex "Good b M F 11 • h. · h. · , - Y y ancy, causing 1m in t 1s instance to 

deliberate over "whether in fact his creative faculty will not go with him to the grave" (369) . 

Ivan Marki in The Trial of the Poet remarks on the multitude of tragic episodes 

depicted in section 33 through 36 of "Song of Myself," observing that Whitman's persona in 

the poem faces the threat of becoming severely limited over the course of these section as the 

breadth of human experience with which he assumes identification is gradually reduced to 

suffering and total, "irretrievable" loss . Marki argues that the poet displays a curiosity about 

suffering and death in these episodes which borders on obsession; in addition, he notes that 

the particularly gruesome manner in which the final two episodes concerning the Texas 

massacre and the naval battle are portrayed allows them to transcend the hackneyed quality 

of the "sentimentally conceived human interest stories" ( 167) that Whitman used as their 

foundation and eventually come "fully rounded narrative of pain and destruction" ( 168) 

Chapter 4 of this thesis will expand the thinking in thi s area, for Whitman's application 

of death imagery sometimes borders upon exploitation Ho,- ever, the cruelty of bloody 

death as conveyed by a key set of images are intended by \\ hit man to touch mankind both on 

an individual basis and on a collective basis, namely, the nation in mourning for dead soldiers 

and a dead commander-in-chief 

For a fifth set of critics, the role of spiritual imagery in\\ hitman 's poetry is also a 

f · f 1 · In Walt Whitma11 's La11g11age Experime11t, James Perrin Warren requent topic o ana ys1s 

h 
"S · c-. Paumanok" as a touchstone for his argument that Whitman is uses t e poem tarting 1rom 

· c h r 01. ·ous faith in the second edition of Lem•es o_f Grass by using attempting to put 1ort a new re 10. 
· · · · 1 1 to his vision of America Warren maintains that the 
imagery which adds a spmtua g oss 

. • 1 fi Christianity due to the fact that "in Whitman's 
poet ' s new faith differs great y rom 

. . . d 1. t e the material is as important as the spiritual" ( 152); 
conception of both religion an 1tera ur , . . 

· •amples of how Whitman places mat en al images 
thus, throughout the argument we are given ex . ,, . 

. h. ation of the transient "matenal body with the 
into a spiritual context, such as in is equ 
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condition of the soul, which is eternal. In the article "Whitman's 'Song of Myself,"' Edward 

H. Bodie Jr. discusses the poet ' s use of Christian imagery in Section 38 of the piece as a 

means of communication with which he can remind people of the spiritual perfection that lies 

within themselves, waiting to be acknowledged . Bodie feels that Whitman is exhibiting the 

influence of Emerson in this light because he sees a connection between what Whitman 

accomplishes with his use of Christian imagery and Emerson's view of Christ as "the one 

figure in history to perceive and appreciate the full potential--the divinity--of all humanity" 

( 150). David Kuebrich in Minor Prophecy maintains that Whitman employs spiritual imagery 

in an effort to inform readers that the world which surrounds them is spi ritually active, and 

he feels that the poet relies on the concept of millennialism to aid him in imparting a tone of 

urgency to this message. Kuebrich notes that most of Whitman 's primary underlying themes 

and symbols reflect this message, but he also implie that the necessity of the reader ' s 

receptiveness to such spiritual cont ent i the mo t crucial factor go erning the success of the 

poet ' s venture . Chapter 5 of this the i \ ill examine the pi ritual di men ion of\\ hit man's 

blood imagery. 

Perhaps the most important thing to con ider \\'hen condu ting an image study on a 

work of literature is the truth that in ight i obtainable through anal ' i of the interaction and 

effects of one type of imagery in a \rnrk , yet no one imag can be relied upon to arri e at 

every existing truth in a text. In the ca e of Lea,·e. of Gras ·. howe,·er, the image of blood 

comes closest to fulfilling this ideal. Matter of elf and indi,·iduali m. ocial unity, sexuality, 

death, and spirituali ty are al l addre ed in ome degree th rough Whitman employment of 

the image, as are many, many other . The image ma · be mentioned in pa ing by ome critics, 

b 1
. ·t· r scholar (as far a i e,ident) ha e er made it the subject of an in-depth ut no 1terary en 1c o · 

h · bJ. ecti,·e behind the follov. ing image study is to stimulate critical analysis. Thus, t e pnmary o 
d. h. element in \\ hitman s poetry, one that has 

some degree of critical di scourse regar mg t 1 

· h c·ation of how blood imagery permits communication 
been treated too narrowly wit out appre 1 

at several thematic levels 



Chapter 2 

The Symbolic Bloodstream· The p t' Id · · · oe 1c entity Connecting with the Community 
The blood imagery of Wh,.tman's po t 1· h · · · e ry serves to en 1ven t e poetic persona m its 

identity with the community--the en masse u h d' II · · h fi I d. · . pon met o 1ca y exammmg t e ma e 1t1on 

of Leaves of Grass in an effort to locate passages where Whitman employs blood imagery, 

the reader might be initially surprised by the fact that our first encounter with such imagery 

occurs in the opening poem of the enti re volume, "One ' s-Selfl Sing " In the line of "Of li fe 

immense in passion, pulse, and power," (5), Whitman displays one of the primary modes by 

which he intimates the blood image without using any form of the word "blood" it self This 

is accomplished by his use of the word "pulse," a word which appears freq uently throughout 

the volume and, more often than not, is used by the poet to either modify or convey a blood 

image . However, there are two other application of the word in thi poem which are quite 

plausibl e 1 ) "Pulse" meaning to beat, throb. etc , and _) "Pu! e" meaning overriding 

sentiments or attitudes, as in the public-at -large The idea that "pul e" a a blood image is an 

antecedent of these two meanings i hardly di putable. moreO\·er. \,·e may find it equa ll y 

difficult to dispute the shrewdne oft hep et' hoi e and arrangement of the other word 

in this piece which allow him to repre ent each of the e meaning beneath the umbrella of this 

single word. On one hand , we are gi\·en th g neral beat or throb of .. Life immen e, .. the 

bust ling, ever-burgeoning democracy of the America he heri h primarily. yet including any 

nation which values such a life. On the other hand. we are given the o\·erriding entiment of 

the publi c "En-Masse· '--the entiment which ignite a democrati nation ' '·bustling'· 

characteristics while also signifying it pre ent and po ible future direction . 

Above all, it is our interpretation of "pul e·· a a blood image which pro\'ide us with 

h · I I study tliis poem \\ hile the other two meaning are indeed vi tal t e nc 1est resu ts as we 
· · f h k thev are al o re tricted by the fact that neither of them can w1thm the context o t e wor , .1 

n n..: , d view of society into the \'Oice of Whitman the individual , 
truly move beyond vv wtman s gran 

. . · h b o·nning of his life 's v;ork, to paraphrase Emerson. The 
the smger who 1s greeting us at t e eo1 

· b sed to connect \\·ith both the individual singer and the 
word "pulse" as a blood image can e u . 

d · n a clear understanding of the blood image at work 
society of which he sings . In or er to gai 
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here, we must first take into account th · 1 e spec1a placement of the poem as the book 's opening 
piece. The intention of nearly every ·t · · · · wn er upon constructing an introductory piece 1s to 

"hook" an audience with its contents so they will be drawn further into the entire work; 

Whitman is certainly no exception to this standard. There are a number of instances in the 

volume where the poet either states or suggests that his poetry is his "life ' s blood." It is this 

spirit in which the poet begins "One's-Self! Sing." He is buoyantly optimistic in his desire to 

have hi s "life ' s blood" accepted by society, but how does the blood image connect to the 

teeming democratic masses which the poet is hoping to reach? The answer to this question 

lies primarily in the decision made by his audience, then and now, to either embrace or reject 

what Whitman is putting forth Through an interpretation of this poem where the image of 

blood is central, we come to realize that while the poet is singing about a variety of 

conditions, the song it self is the pulse. \,\ hit man would eem to think that the public ·'En

Masse" of hi s poem contains a sort of kindred pul e that lie dormant yet can hopefully be 

awak ened by hi s song. His blood i being pre ented for the publ ic to ie\\' by way of hi 

creative process; moreover, it i al o seek ing our blood \ e could make thi remark about 

virtually any of his poems, but there are e\'eral panicular in tance where \,\ hitman will 

employ blood imagery to represent the li fe of hi ov;n creati,·e pro e a well a a de ire to 

build an emot ional connection bet\\·een him elf and the audience 

In the third section of the poem ' taning from Paumanok ... \\' hit man de lare hi basic 

intent in the fi rst stanza with the line "Americana I nqu ror I marche humanitarian1 
/ 

Foremost I century marches Libenad I ma e ' / For you a programme of chant ., ( 16). This 

stanza comprises half of a rather stirring pa age in a poem ,\·hich ome cholar consider to 

b h · d · of the book ince it appear to fore hadow ome of his later e t e int ro uct1on proper , 

h h the re t of the pa age. ,, e fi nd \\.hit man mapping out the 
works . As we move on t roug 

· d · h. rse to travel a de ion to encompass the "Life immense" lengths to which he esires 1s e , ::, 
· • d ru· t. n shares much in common with ·One 's-Self I Sing" as an 

di scussed earlier. Indee , t s sec 10 

d t. masses and upon reaching the end of the section we 
address of one man to the emocra ic ' 

• · bl d imaoery through the word ·'pulse " The image may 
also find the poet agam suggest ing 00 :::, ~ _ _ . . 

. · b t the end which we arrive at 1s similar. In the earlier 
be modified differently in this poem, u 
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poem, the song serves as a pulse h h · 
, ere, t e song (chant) 1s moving in "pulses"--i .e. it is 

moving as blood. If we observe thee f r "Sh · · 
n ire me ootmg m pulses of fire ceaseless to vivify 

all" ( 16), we are able to note the pow rful 1 · · · e anguage that Whitman uses to modify the image 

Just as the word "pulse" carries two extra meanings besides the blood image in "One 's-Self 

I Sing," so it also possesses another meaning in the context of this poem--"pulse" as the 

sequenced emission of energy (fire, light, electricity, etc . . ) However, unlike the componential 

nature of the extra meanings in the previous poem where the blood image ri ses above the 

meanings in a hierarchial fashion, the image of blood which we derive from the word appears 

to be more intertwined with its alternate meaning in thi s poem. The blood image becomes 

fortified in this way, especially considering the fac t that the pulses are not only moving--they 

are "shooting." The combination of the blood image wit h the image of fi re is both very 

intriguing and highly significant in this context. The image of fire can evoke a number of 

different meanings, but its meaning within thi s pa sage i unmi stakably clear. Whitman is 

speaking of fi re as a purifying agent--a refi ning, re\'italizing force Therefore, up to this point 

we can determine that the li fe ' s blood of hi chant \\·ill mo,·e a blood and will contain a 

force fo r purification and renewal. It is with the int roducti on of the fire image in this pas age 

that we move from the blood image as a repre entation of hi poetic identity to a 

representation of his desire to connect with the ma e \\'e can mark thi mo\'ement by first 

observing these qual ities which the image of fire lend to the blood image, and then by 

observing that the union of the purifying aspect of fire with \\.hit man· s change will '\ ·i,·ify 

all " The end whi ch the poet reaches here i indeed imilar to that of "One 's-Self I Sing· '; 

however, Whitman displays much more vigor in hi de ire to connect with the masses here, 

especially when we consider hi s claim that the chants \\·ill be '·cea eless .. to "vivify all. " 

If the poet's basic intent is declared in the third section of "Starting from Paumanok," 

· 1 I · · tent clarified as we begin the follO\\·ing section wit h its th en we can definit e y see t 11 s m 
. . " k I America take them South and take them North," (16)--and so 

opemng lme, Ta e my eaves , 

As , kn • when the poet speaks of "leaves" in this fas hion, 
on throuohout the first stanza v. e ow, ::, 

. . h d songs which comprise his li fe 's work--Leaves of 
he 1s referrmo to the prose, c ants, an , 

:::i . . ,h t these works, the works which constitute hi s life's 
Grass. In the third section he outlines \\ a 
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blood , can do for the reader as w b · h c- · 
, e egm t e 1ourth section, he asks us to embrace and 

circulate them while further imparting that they circulate within us. In the next-to-last stanza 

of "Song of Myself" we are given th 1· • "Y · , ese mes ou will hardly know who I am or what I 

mean, I But I shall be good health to you nevertheless, / And filter and fibre your blood" ( 68) 

With this and the previous two lines at hand • "I bequeath myself to the dirt to grow from the 

grass I love, I If you want me again look for me under your boot-soles" (68), we can see 

another instance of the grass motif as it represents Whitman's work as well as the same kind 

of positive conviction found in the third section of "Starting from Paumanok" regarding how 

that work can connect to the reader. The poet 's creative process is represented by the blood 

image which we derive from the idea that his life's work, the grass motif, must al so be hi s life's 

blood. The poet will bequeath himself to the dirt to grow from the grass This bequeathal is 

an expression of the life of Whitman 's creative process by the idea that his work is ultimately 

generated by nature, as he is also . The bonu that we gai n at thi s point comes from the 

observation that the poet will "grow from the gra " Thi ugge tion of hi own grov,1h in 

light of our knowledge concerning the gra motif allow u to ee that the poet i maintaining 

not only the betterment which the reader may deri,·e from hi work (that it ,\·ill "filt er and 

fibre" the blood), but also the ele,·ation which he may at tain for him elf through that work, 

that "grass." What arises from these line i a on of ymbolic blood tream \\·hi h tra,·els from 

the writer into the work, and \\'hitman hope that in many ca e thi blood tream ,\·ill travel 

further past all superficial glances into the blood tream of the reader. ,\·here the t,\·o streams 

· t · I d bri·no "good health ' to both ide of th equation The e blood treams may m ermmg e an o 

h c- d 1· of the work it i up to u to accept the interchange between the mectupont e1oun a 10n , 

life ' s blood extending from hi s poetic identity to our o,\·n 

c- fr n, the "Calamus' section which contain blood imagery, and There are 1our poems o 

• f; II d the domain of the primary blood image characterist ic s which all of these instances a un er 
. . . h. h t Of these we shall discuss two of the poems which appear are bemg outlined m t 1s c ap er. , 

. ful f blood imaoery for the support of what we term the 
to contain the most power uses o 0 

h t and his audience In ·' ot Heaving from my Ribb 'd 
symbolic bloodstream between t e poe 

. ffi d the blood image through the "pulse," yet with a 
Breast Only," we are once agam O ere 
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twist ; we receive the image through th d " ,, 
e wor pulse and through terminology surrounding 

the word . With the lines "Not in this b t' d · 
' ea mg an poundmg at my temples and wrists, / Not 

in the curious systole and diastole which will one day " (88) wh· · dd · h cease , 1tman 1s a ressmg t e 
matter of his work being his life' s bl db · d. · · · oo Y m 1catmg that Just as blood courses through his 

body, so it also courses through his body of work. This is made fully evident when we reach 

the final two lines: "O pulse of my life! / Need I that you exist and show yourself any more 

than in these songs" (88). The blood image in the seventh and eighth lines of the poem, along 

with the "pulse" toward the end, are obviously more literal than the previous instances which 

we have discussed . The image in lines seven and eight takes the form of blood pressure, and 

it operates by powering the life signs of the poet which are detailed in thi s particular work, 

thus serving as the central motivating image of the piece. Whitman 's elaboration on the initial, 

more technical form of the image by his addition of the word "within which will one day 

cease" seems to show us that the poet is not only concerned about hi o,vn inevitable demise; 

he is also concerned that the life pulse of hi work might not continue Hi de ire to connect 

with both contemporary and future audience become apparent in the e word and their 

context, along with what we could detect a a slight fear of hi work being lo t in the shuffle. 

Overall , as with the previous blood image noted in " ong of .\1 elf," \\' hit man de ires not 

only to connect with the audience but for the audience to gain a mu h nrichment from hi 

wri tings as he does. 

When we observe "Trickle Drop ,"' ,\·e are encountering a poem that ontain blood 

images in every line "From my breast , from with in ,\·here I wa nee con eal 'd, pre forth 

red drops, confession drops, / Stain every page. tain e,·ery ong I ing, e\·ery word I say , 

bl d d " (92) . These two lines are merely a ample, but in them (a in the rest of the oo y rops ... 

h h · h nt gained b) \,\ hitman through hi creative process may poem) we can see t at t e ennc me 
• · .:: · 1 t e, here his life blood doe not i sue forth in a stream 

be of an angu1 shmg con1ess1ona na ur 
. . kl ' d The tr1ckling of blood drops seems to uggest that even 

so much as m slow, tnc mg rops 
· t t the reader through the bloodstream of his life 's 

though much of himself may be corrung ou O . . 

h. t'al self the self which he might sometimes be 
work, there are moments when is essen 1 ' 

. . f its many facets through a single "blushing drop ." 
hesitant to reveal, will present one 0 
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\\ hi t man's li fe blood is once again s k' bl 
ee mg our oodstream, and once again it is up to us to 

accept the transfusion- in this cas h • · , e, owever, we are also bemg asked to carefully consider 
each drop of his symbolic bloodstre 1 · · · am as we et 1t enter our lives, presumably so there will 

be no misunderstandings between Whitman and ourselves . 

There are a number of poems in the book which most assuredly exhibit the blood 

image playing an integral role in passages where the poet ' s att itude toward his creative 

process and his desire to affect the audience are each colored by a more aggressive stance . 

Thi s aggression seems to ari se from the fact that Whitman is attempting in these poems to 

arrive at a more specific, tangible end through the symbolic bloodstream beyond the hope of 

enacting a general betterment among the masses who might peruse hi s work. What we may 

witness in such poems is a more vigorous use of poetic identity a \.\ hit man channels the li fe 

blood of hi s work for a specific purpose in order to affect an audience in a part icular way . 

Perhaps it is no surprise, then, that some of the brighte t example of \\ hit man ' aggressive 

intimations of the symbolic bloodstream occur in poem and pa age which relate to war. In 

"Song of the Banner at Daybreak, ' we are gi\·en the e lin at the end of the fir t section, 

designated by the heading "Poet" "I II pour the ver e \,·ith tream of blood. full of volition. 

fu ll of joy,/ Then loosen, launch forth, to go and compete. I \\ ith the banner and pennant a

fl apping" (205) . It is the aim of the poetic per na (pr umably Whitman him elf) to 

discourage the child from follO\\ing the alluring banner and pennant h,·ar Toward thi end, 

Whitman not only suggests that he \\·ill end forth the life blo d of hi v,ork to aid in the 

cause; he gives us the vivid, determined languag of ''I'll pour the \'er e \ ith streams of 

blood''--language which can certainly force one to it up and take noti e He then proposes 

c- h " d "t go and compete ' which pro\'ide u with a view of the to "loosen, launch 1ort , an o , 
· h I t mu t go to in extending the ymbolic blood tream to the lemrths of agoress1on t at t 1e poe · ::, ::, 

d. th t he wi he to reach To affect the child in the way 
child, who is singularly the au 1ence a 

d the mean of conveyance will need 
that he sees fit , the poet knows that both his message an . . 

h h st u e his verse to "compete" against a moving, 
to be aggressive, due to the fact t at e mu . . 

. . feat nevertheless he knows that he must prevail in 
multi colored symbol, which is no easy ' ' 

,. 

order to save the child ' s life . 
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In the ninth and tenth sections of "B Bl O . , 
Y ue ntano s Shore," Whitman offers passages 

where he is again using blood image t · · · · · ry o convey an aggressive pos1t1on concerning the hfe 
of his creative process and his desire t k · · · o ma e a connection with the masses. The aggression 

which he is exhibiting in these sections is attributable to the fact that he is taking a stand for 

both his creative process as well as his ability to affect the reader, although the aggression is 

also slightly tempered by the fact that he is speaking primarily in a third person voice. In the 

ninth section, we receive blood imagery in the line, "Of all races and eras these States with 

veins full of poetical stuff most need poets, and are to have the greatest, and use them the 

greatest" (245) . With the portion regarding "these States with veins full of poetical stuff," the 

poet is presenting a symbol of his life ' s work, since the largest part of that work is made up 

of the "poetical stuff ' from America; moreover the blood image of '\ ·ein ·· allows the total 

symbol to come alive. From here, the aggres ive tance come to the fore wi th the next 

portion of the line as Whitman maintains that the State "mo t need poet , and are to have the 

greatest, and use them the greatest ." Along ith the pre eding ymboli m carried by the 

blood image in this line that empha ize the Iii blood of hi work come \\·hat ma be 

interpreted as a declaration of def en e regard in , the ne e it · f hi 0\,·n \\·ark ' exi tence . 

As we know, it is certainly neither uncharacteri ti fo r Whitman t make grand claim 

concerning the importance of his work , nor to aunt him elf among the greate t poet of hi 

States. 

Whitman seems to resume the bu ine of tanding up fo r the \"alidity of hi \,·ork in 

· h. · h t "Of the e tate the poet i th equable man·· (245) . the tenth section wi th 1s assertion t a 

Among hi s comments regarding the equable nature of ·· the poet"· ome this pa age, 

· d · h h t e as it operates during peacetime ··Jn war he i the be t backer of JU>--.1apose wit t at na ur 
-

11 
d the enoineer ' he can make every word he speaks draw war, he fetches art1 ery as goo a ::, , 

• · the service which a poet \\·ith hi peculiar balance 
blood .. ll (246) . He 1s seeking to prove 

ide and with thi pa sage Whitman is professing 
of inner calm and outer brazenness can pro 

h with a confrontational modification of the blood 
the aggressive lengths that he can reac . . 

h I the blood imagery from the ninth section to the 
image ("draw blood"). Taken as aw O e, . 

. . h ad·ino where Whitman suggests the hfe blood 
d Vlde us wit a re ::, tenth may be connecte to pro 
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of hi s wo rk and proceeds to intimat th b · 
e e sym ohc bloodstream through discussions of 

equability, such discussions being an e II h · · 
xce ent c annel for reaching the public He then proves 

how aggressively the symbolic bloodstrea f " bl · · · m o an equa e nature" may be used, md1catmg 

that through it the poet may even "draw blood." With these sections, as with "Song of the 

Banner at Daybreak " Whitman displays a d · t d' · · 1 d. · , estre o move an au 1ence m a part1cu ar irect1on 

with blood imagery; in this case, he is attempting to convince a contemporary audience about 

how important the services of a "poet of action" such as himself can be to America. 

As we close this chapter, it seems only appropriate to mention " ow Precedent 

Songs, Farewell," a retrospective piece which Whitman wrote near the end of hi s life. After 

counting off many of his previous works in farewell, he tells us that they are "From fibre heart 

of mine--from throat and tongue--(My life' s hot pulsing blood, / The personal urge and form 

for me--not merely paper, automatic type and ink. .. .)" (368) In the e line , we find \\ hi tman 

using the image of blood to convey a majori ty of the primary characteri tic outlined in thi s 

chapter through a poem which he considered to be "an end and clo e of all'" (368) . The 

suggestions which we receive in our examination of earlier poem about hi \\·ork being his 

life' s blood are described wi th preci ion here . along \\·ith a pa ionate modification of the 

image in the words "hot" and "pulsing_·, The )lnbolic blood tream appear again--beginning 

with the passionate modifier "pulsing,"' but continuing through '" The per onal urge and fo rm 

fo r me," which suggests both the blood tream channel ('"form··) a well a the life blood 

issuing fo rth ('"urge"). What doe not eem to be con\'eyed her I the de ire to build an 

emotional connection between him elf and the audien e The de ire eem to be an un po ken 

h 'bl b ause the poet feels that if he ha not u ceeded in making thi one ere, poss, y ec 

· I t bstant,.al portion of the audience by thi point , then\ hat is the use7 
connection to at eas a su 

· · h ·d that Whitman ' ioht are et more upon connecting with More likely, however, 1st e 1 ea :::i 

· · b the time thi poem is \\Titten. with the hope that his audiences of future generations Y 
· ·11 b me stronoer than in his Ov\·n time. Fortunately, such connection to these audiences w, eco :::i 

th n the poet ever surmised has become the case--perhaps moreso a 



Chapter 3 

Celebrating the Life Force: The Physical, Sexual Dimensions of Blood Imagery 

The blood imagery serves to h · ht h ·f · · e1g en t e motI of human sexuality m Leaves of Grass 

In section 21 of"Song ofMyself, " Whitman begins with the line, "I am the poet of the Body 

and I am the poet of the Soul" (3 9) There are a number of instances throughout the poem 

where we are treated to statements which might seem too grandiose, even after our 

considerations of Whitman's motives behind the piece If we measure the poet' s canon against 

this single line, however, it becomes apparent that the statement contains a great deal of truth 

In fact , one senses that Whitman 's desired position as a "poet of the Body" serves as a 

primary factor in the nourishment of his own soul, thus allowing him to be a poet of the latter 

condition as well It is in his role as a "poet of the Bod .. that\\ hit man provides us \\ ith vivid 

uses of blood imagery to celebrate the life and good health of the human body and human 

sexuality. This celebration of body and soul often appear along ide what appear to be the 

poet' s desire to further celebrate connection between the human body (hi o,,·n and others) 

and vari ous aspects of nature . In the fir t ecti on of " ong of \ 1y elf." we find the e line : 

My tongue, every at om of m:-, blood. form · d from thi oil. thi air. 

Born here of parent s born here fro m parent the ame. and their parent the ame, 

I, now thirty-seven year old in perfect health beuin, 

Hoping to cease not ti ll death . (25) 

· t a a elebration of life i extremely potent , The vibrancy with which thi s passage re ona e 

d·1 h t blood imagen.· i the central mean of con\' ying that message and we can rea 1 y note t a ·; 

h Th · · d'fi d 1·n such a wav a to pennit the poet to expre thoroughly the joy ere. e image 1s mo 1 e 1 

· • · I b · 1· , The pa sage beoins wi th a ymbol that indicates a 
which he obtams from s1mp y emg a 1' e ::, 

. . . • · 1·c h oh th e "toniwe.·' It i by th i image of life bei ng 
pnm1t1ve way of expenencmg 11 e--t rou::, ~ 

. f I for both the passage and the rest of the poem The 
tasted that Whitman sets a tone O re ease 

h. · nstrument fo r relatino the joys of living blends 
obvious dual symbolism of the tongue as is 1 ::, . . 

. , the relationship of both to life outside of the . . • · · plement moreo, er, well with it s pnm1t1ve com , . " ,, . 
. hrouoh the modification of blood m the next 

body find s it s appropnate counterpart t ::, 
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segment of the line. With "every atom f bl d " · 0 my oo , the poet moves to a closer expression 
of the wonders contained by the inte I f · · rna processes o his body than he can achieve through 

his mention of the tongue, although he will need the tongue to express this as well I Whitman 

goes beyond simply representing his body's internal processes with the blood image by further 

maintaining the idea of life ' s wonders being present in every single atom of his blood, thus 

revealing how wide the scope of his celebration can be. 

As we move to the final segment of the line, we find the poet making a jubilant connection 

between the life of his body and the natural world with the idea of both "tonoue" and "blood" 
~ 

being "form ' d from this soil , this air " From here, the second line of the passage shows 

Whitman continuing to celebrate life by conveying the pattern of a second blood image--that 

of a bloodline. Through the bloodline we recei e images of birth and the continuity of life 

over generations, which in this instance amounts to the arrival of the 'T that begins the third 

line of the passage--the poet who proceed to rejoice on the matter of hi "perfect health .' ' 

The condition of good health often goe hand in hand with blood imagery when the poet i 

using the imagery to celebrate life a one might e pect After e tabli hing the oundne of 

his physique, Whitman triumphantly proclaim that he \\·ill 'begin, I Hopi n° to cea e not till 

death ." He is speaking about the beginning of two liY her fir t, there i the life of hi 

physical being after the ackno",·ledgment of "perfi t health, .. and the e ond i hi life a a 

f I · I b 1·e in the impre i n that we receive of how poet. The culmination o t us ce e ratory pa age 1 

the poet is going to live hi s li fe to it fulle t mea ure--an impre ion uuid d by the blood 

imagery in this passage; moreover, we recei,·e th dual impre i n of \\ hit man a urance 

that his life as a poet will be exerci ed to it maximum extent a well. 

• d · · rather intriguing manner of life celebration in these The image of bloo assists m a 

· h · f· ' ong of M elf '. lines which begin the twenty-eight section ° 
Is this then a touch') quivering me to a ne\\ identity, 

Flames and ether making a rush for m vein , 

Treacherous tip of me reaching and crowding to help them, . 
. r h . g to strike what is hardly different 

My flesh and blood playing out ig tnm 

from myself, 
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On all sides prurient provokers stiffening my limbs, 

Straining the udder of my heart for its withheld drip . . .. ( 45) 

The "prurient provokers " serve as a cat I t t ·ct · h , · · · 
, a ys o a1 m t e poet s design of celebratmg the hfe 

force through the exploration of his own sexual energy The celebration is intense, occurring 

with a single touch. The touch is not merely "moving" or "bringing" the poet to a different 

level; it is "quivering" him to this level. The "new identity" into which the poet is being 

quivered is presumably another term for the awakening that he undergoes in regard to his own 

sexuality and the power therein . The effects of the touch begin to manifest themselves from 

this point onward through the section, and the intensity with which the) do so is most vividly 

conveyed in three astonishing uses of blood imagery The flames and ether which are making 

a rush for his veins amount to a comment upon the olatile propertie that a touch can bring 

about in a body as sexually charged as hi O\•Vn Beyond thi , we receive the forceful 

impression of the poet 's blood being crowded or po ibl · replaced by the flame and ether 

due to the mysterious encounter he is making in thi e lion 

With the second blood image, \ e ee the plo i\·ene brought about in the poet 's 

body become further accentuated a hi blood pla out lightning t trik . at the ame time, 

we may also note this use of the blood image a di playing the often charact ri tic connection 

between the body and nature . The fact that the blood image in th i line i onnected \\·ith 

li rrh tning one of the most violent force in nature, er, t fi nify th urowing int en ity of 
:::, ' 

d ger nne ti n of bod ' and natural the passage. However, we can also etect an e\·en tron 

forces upon considering that both blood and fle h are a tually th origin point for the 

lightning. The idea that the lightning is meant " to trik what i hardly different ' from the poet 

• • I f h. b d to maintain ome emblan e of order between the seems to md1cate the strugg e o I o 

. . 11 · d an equal force of exualit . clo ing in upon him from the sexual energy surging wit m an 

"prurient provokers " 
k to ubdue him, \\ hitman 's third use After relating the initial efforts of the provo ·er 

. . 01 . n a more direct fa hion . V. e find the center of the 
of the blood image displays his st rug:::, e 1 , 

. . ' "withheld drip , an idea that seems to represent the poet s 
struggle with the idea of lus heart s . 

II deoree of rationality in regard to his sexual energy so 
attempt to safeguard at least a sma :::, 
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that hi s life will not be complete! c d · 
Y onsume by passion, even though he realizes that his 

attempt may well be in vain . As much as Wh't , b d 1 man s o y may desire this, the poet 
understands the danger involved in lo · h • • smg sue a struggle; moreover, this contention between 
passion and rationality is something hi h I · · w c near y every human bemg must come to terms with 

during a lifetime For Whitman it is a tt h · · · , ma er t at warrants celebration, smce 1t plays such an 

essential role in defining our lives. 

Whitman's use of the blood image as a means of celebrating the life of the body often 

leads to instances where the image serves as a center for some of the poet's most enchanting 

and uplifting scenes One of these scenes comprises the third section of "I Sing the Body 

Electric," which contains this line: "He drank water only the blood show'd like scarlet 

through the clear-brown skin of hi s face" (72) In all of the line leading up to this point , we 

are provided with an abundance of description v;hich characterize the farmer a a man who 

is fairly brimming with vitality; yet none of the e de cript ion pertaining to hi phy ical nature, 

benevolent demeanor, or other attribute speak quite a loudly of hi vitality a doe the·image 

of this man 's face fill ed with the color ofblood--a color whi h doe not be p ak hi ad ,·anced 

age. In fact, there are several instance throuQhout /.em·es of (;rass where \\'hitman s u e of 

blood imagery to celebrat e li fe amount to remark concerning the color of n ' face , one 

of the human body' s surest indicator of good health C m·er ly. the p et al o make 

frequent use of face images that are de oid of olor to repre ent death or ill health \\'hen ,,·e 

encounter all of the desc ri ptions leading up to the blood image in the third ection of thi 

poem, we obt ain firm impressions of the fa rmer' he line Howe,·er. when we read of the 

bl d h · t I h·s f;ace after so many vear web Qi n to feel a certain intimacy oo t at remains o co or 1 . J • 

with him due to the celebration of life found in thi application of the blood image It is an 

where life is c: I ·derino man\' of the other in tance intimacy akin to what we 1ee upon con I o . 

· • , d' · of how faces gain color \\ e acquire a full picture of 
reJ01ced through the poet s 1scuss10ns ~ 

• · h bl d · mage and \\ hit man seem to encourage 
the farmer 's life replete with vigor fro m t e 00 1 

• . 

. . II t the end of the section '·You would wish long and 
our intimacy with thi s man--especia Y a 

. h .1 b I him in the boat that you and he might touch 
long to be with him. you would wis to si :-, . . 

• . . d. 0 tones in this portion because he emphatically 
each other" (72) He 1s using rather comman In:, 
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desires that the reader partake in this c I b · . 
e e ration of the body which the overall work is putting 

forth . The blood image is crucial for · · · · • 
mamtammg this celebrat10n in the third section of the 

poem 

The blood in the farmer's face is modified by th d " 1 " h. h c e wor scar et, w 1c re1ers to a 

particular shade of red on one hand; yet, in an archetypal sense it is often associated with 

images of passion and promiscuity. This would seem to indicate that there is more life in the 

old fellow than we may realize at even a second glance The issue of color in this application 

of the blood image simply brings out another facet of the imaoe's life-sustainino properties 
:, :, ) 

however, the question gains greater significance as we examine the fifth section of the poem 

"Faces." Here we find no mention of the word "blood," yet the third stanza provides us with 

this line: "[I] Heard who sprang in crimson youth from the white froth and the water-blue" 

(325). The poem itself is one which puts forth the idea of fruition and !if e celebration taking 

the day; the culmination of these types of image compri e the fifth ection with the mother 

image taking precedence. It is unnecessary for\\. hit man to rely on the \\"Ord ''blood" in order 

to put this image across to the reader; here, we only need the mention of "crim on .. to su tain 

the blood image. We are able to imagine the blood of good health ri ing in th face of oung 

people in this section, just as we are imilarly able to imagine it in the fa e of the old farmer ; 

only the color changes. The image of blood that we d ri\'e from "crim on·· play an integral 

role in a line which serves as per hap the key tone of thi poem · final of Ii~ force image 

(aside from the great importance of the mother imag ) It i an xqui itely beautiful line which 

gives us three color applications (crimson, white. and blue) that all deal \\·ith ome a pect of 

the life force when addressed as archetypes \\ ith crim on \\·e ha\'e the liveline of youth; in 

· · f the exual act and v,:ith "\\·ate r-blue" we obtain two "white froth " we detect an image o · , 
) 

h We should note that the latter t\ o image serve a 
traditional maternal arc etypes. 

• 00 ted by "crimson' thi eem to indicate that even 
antecedents to the blood image su:,:,es 

. . d db the mother of the piece is the desire that the 
beyond the considerable hfe energy expen e J . . 

le and that the e entually pass theJr cnmson 
energy keep progressing through the young peop 

energy on to future generations . _ . 
. d . \\. hitman , s Civil War poems are affiliated 

The majority of blood images contame m 
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with statements concerning death and the horrors f . h 
o war, owever, there are also a number 

of instances in these poems where blood imagery is u d t 
I 

b · f 1·c: b se o convey a ce e ration o 11e y 
rejoicing in the energy released by cities and Id. · · · · 

so 1ers prepanng for war--a life act1v1ty perhaps 

unmatched in terms of sheer intensity. The poem "First O Songs for a Prelude" shows us the 

bustle of such activity as reflected by the streets of the poet's beloved Mannahatta and, more 

directly, by the blood imagery which we find connected with these lines "How I love them I 

How I could hug them, with their brown faces and their clothes and knapsacks covered with 

dust! / The blood of the city up--arm'dl arm 'dl the cry everywhere," (202) . A basic inter

pretation of "brown faces" tells us that the soldiers' faces are brown simply because of the 

dust which has also covered their clothes and knapsacks Howe er beneath this interpretation 

lies a common literary motif which fits remarkably well into the poem' context--the idea of 

how mankind is born of the dust and inevitably returns to the ame. If we choo e to accept 

thi s underlying motif, then it becomes quickly evident that we arri\'e at a much richer 

interpretation of "brown faces" than if we remain with the ba i idea of the oldier · face 

being dust-covered from the forces of the element alone Through the alternate reading. we 

can determine that the dust which cover their face lothe , and knap a k erYe to 

represent the fact that their li fe fo rces ari e from thi du t and will ultimately be re tored to 

it. Thus, the soldiers are covered by an element which i at on ea ymbol of their he and 

a fo reshadower of their deaths; one \ ould be hard-pre ed to find a more appropriate 

b I. · c:Or those who are riding into \var From the du t. \,·e mo,· dire tly to the sym o 1c covenng 11 

blood image--an exqui site elemental connection The oldier ha,·e prepared them eh·e by 

. . . . . . the cit\· inhabitant mu t add the life energy from their donnmo their symbolic covenng, nO\\ , 1 
0 

. h h rie of "arm·d arm 'dl"' and vigorou 
ri sing blood to further prepare the regiments t roug c . . . 

I' h ·tal importance behind rallying the old1er wnh 
flag waving. Whitman seems to rea ize t e v1 . 

f 1 hatta can mu ter for he I well aware of 
as much positive energy as the life force o anna . . . 

. . h he is not as acutely av,·are of n a he will later 
the "red business" which awaits them--alth0ug . 

. II nse the life celebration encountered at 
h t at least m a sma se · become . The poet knows t a , 

. . d·ng engaoements 
home will fuel the soldiers in their impen I .::, ,. r . . \1 ' Hardy Life" brings 

. . he short poem \\ ea, e m, . ) 
\\ hitman 's use of the blood image mt 
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us back to our discussion at the beginning of this chapte d. h fi · f "s r regar mg t e irst section o ong 

of Myself ' and his manner of celebrating life and good health in his own body by way of 

blood imagery. As he takes the life celebration aspect of the image and directs it toward 

himself in this short piece, Whitman produces the line, "Weave in red blood, weave sinews 

in like ropes, the senses, sight weave in . .. " (3 34). He is calling upon his own blood, perhaps 

the strongest image in the poem, to further strengthen and sustain his life. The blood image 

in this line forms an impression which naturally acts upon the remaining components of the 

line, but its greatest significance lies in how it modifies the previous line: "Weave yet a soldier 

strong and full for great campaigns to come" (334). Through this relationship, we can observe 

that Whitman's desire fo r his bl ood to sustain him stems largely from his desi re to produce 

more writings; after all, that is what his li fe is about . fo reover, this relation hip forms a close 

parallel to the way in which the blood of good health trengthen the poet toward his 

triumphant proclamation in the first section of ·' ong of\1y elf" --that he will "begin, / Hoping 

to cease not till death." The key difference in thi parallel i , of cour e, the time that ha 

elapsed. The poet who greets u at the beginn ing of ·· ong of \1y elf" i a relatively young 

man who can boast of hi s good health without ha,·ing any e nd th ught on the matt er. 

whereas the poet of "Weave in, \ 1y Hardy Li fe .. i a man ,,·h i entering hi twili ght year 

and can sense the reality of hi s gradua ll y declining h alth Th r fore. we an det ct more of 

an urgency in Whitman ' celebrati on of life a he mo,·e into the e year , regardle of 

whether there is any blood imagery inrn h-ed or not. ho\\·e,·er. it i difli ult to deny the extra 

h. h h · f blood lend to the la ter ,. r e where the poet' health i potency w 1c t e image o 

concerned. 

I · of \\ hit man' career. it eem a if hi tendency to As we observe the atter portion 
. . . b d b o· to exhibi t the characteri ti of a therapeutic proces 

revel m the li fe of his own o Y e.:,in · 
. ten ible need expre ed by the poet through 

rather than sheer brazenness There is an ° · 
'S unset." wh ich lead him to sing 

"Weave in, My Hardy Life" and later pieces like. ong at . . 
h f; t that more \'i ions of his own mortality are 

more forcefully of his good health due to t e ac . . 
. f his thou ghts with the passing of time The onset of 

naturally fi ndino their way to the fro nt O -
0 

. • k ng they simply appear strange to a poet 
such visions does not leave him d1straught or panic 

1 
' 
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who has always found refuge in his good health In "Song at Sunset," Whitman even comes 

to celebrate these visions as much as his life and physical soundness, although the poet ' s 

sentiments on the joy of living still carry the day. The end of the fourth stanza shows the poet 

commenting upon "the grandeur and exquisiteness of old age," and "the superb vistas of 

death" (343), but these notions are immediately followed by Whitman's rejoicing of his own 

robust nature after the opening line of the fifth stanza. This opening line ("Wonderful to 

depart! ") can be read as a fitting transition between Whitman's visions of his own mortality 

and his celebrations of life, since it has the dual characteristics of referring to departure as 

either death or earthly movement. The life force images are strong throughout the remainder 

of the stanza, with the image of blood serving as a means of conveying the power that 

Whitman hopes to summon for his life celebration. e encounter images of the poet 

breathing, speaking, walking, seizing things with hi hand and more--but none of these 

images pointedly express the idea of the poet ' own good health a much a the image of the 

"innocent blood" infusing the flesh to gi e it a ro e-colored a pect , pre umabl of outh. 

Whitman seems to desire that hi s life force hi blood. hould ha, the la t ' ord 



Chapter 4 

Whispers of Bloody Death: The Loss of Limb and Life 
1 
t seems appropriate at this juncture to move from the poet ' s employment of blood 

imagery as a means of exalting the life of the body to a di· sc · f hi f bl d · 
~ uss1on o s use o oo imagery 

in sequences which detail physical loss most often in relati'on to ar Th t · , w . ese sequences con am 

some of the most startlingly graphic language to be found in the entire volume because 

Whitman not only wishes for us to read and understand these passages on a surface level but 

also on a subconscious level. He wants his reader to feel inwardly and be able to apprehend 

with all senses--no matter how intense the imaginative processes of the venture . For such 

purposes, the use of blood imagery is obviously a key factor in eliciting the kinds of emotional 

responses that Whitman desires from the reader. However, ju t as we are to look below the 

surface level of his treatments of death and the horror of war in order to di cover their 

various added dimensions, so we are also provided wi th blood image in thi context ,\·hich 

are often neither static nor without enhancement to maximize their potential chilling effect 

The reader might be tempted to conclude from e\'eral of the follo wing blood image that 

Whitman 's application of them can ometime border upon being exploitati,· , yet the fact 

remains that the ends whjch the poet i laboring to,\·ard are far from lfi hone Indeed . the 

cruelty of bloody death and the utter madne of \\·ar are con\'eyed by thi et of image a 

realistically as possibl e in an effort to touch mankind both on an indi,·idual ba i and a a 

collective body, or more pointedly, a a nation \\ e an not help but admire the poet 's 

combination of dogged optimism with fierce de cripti,·e r ali m in the u e of blood imagery 

here, even if this optimism does not alway hjne through a readily a it \\·ould in ome of hi 

jubilant life celebrations. In all , ifWrutman ' u e of blood imagery in the e cir um tance may 

· · I • hould under tand that ,\·hat i o curring here is a sometimes appear explo1tat1ve, t 1en \\ e s . 
. . . rt . doe exi 1 For our purpo e . we can simply kind of positive explo1tat1on--1f such a qua 1 ) · 

. h. bl d imaoery to achieve hi desired ends; he may state that Whitman manipulates t 1s 00 .::i • 

~ doing so \\ e can mea ure the probable 
sometimes shock us, but he has just cause or · . 

. . . pies of the basic style in which he delivers 
effectiveness of Whitman's course by V1ewing exani 

. b doino so it becomes quickly apparent that 
the language of his darker blood passages, Y .::i ' 
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Whitman conveys ideas with this type of blood · . 

imagery which are too profound to allow the 
belief that the poet is using these images eith fi h · 

er or t e1r own sake or merely to produce 
effects 

One of 
th

e more common styliStic turns that Whitman enacts with his darker uses of blood 

imagery is his inclination toward showing us blood in motion · th f bl di · , m e sense o a oo ettmg 
rather than circulation He employs several action words t d'fy th· c- · o mo 1 1s sense; 1or instance, 

fonns of the word "drip" occur quite frequently throughout the book as a means of conveying 

this kind of blood motion In section 33 of "Song of Myself," Whitman assumes the voice of 

the old artillerist who is reliving a scene of past destruction as he speaks of his fort ' s 

bombardment. He claims that "I take part, I see and hear the whole ... " ( 52), and in his 

recollections we find this line "The ambulanza slowly passing trailing its red drip . .. " (53) . 

In nearly all of the other lines which contain these recollections, we are provided wit h at least 

two sounds or visions in each line that operate toward relating the impre ion of the 

nightmarish scene, often with instances of cataloging--one of \\ hit man ' mo t imponant 

stylistic trademarks, which allows him to add so many facet to an impre ion that it becomes 

overwhelm.ing, and not easily forgettable. Howe\·er in the ··ambulanza" !in \\'e are ba ically 

forced to respond to only one clear vi ion--the trailing of a red drip of blood The !en 0t h to 

which we are forced to respond become apparent when \\'e n te the placem nt of the line 

between the furious action of the line directly before it "The rie , cur e , roar, th plaudit 

for well-aim 'd shots . . ·· (52)--and the continued furi ou a ti n of the line which follow . 

"Workmen searching after damages, making indi pen able r pair .. ( ) In thi light, the 

slow passing of the ambulanza causes a IO\\·ing of the cadence by \\'hich the dark 

· · b d· th s the one clear vi ion of the ambulanza trailing blood recoll ections are bemg num ere , u , 

· II d · trate our imagination and become the real centerpiece of this 1s a owe more time to pene 

passage. 
. d f; ltates a key focus upon the blood image here, and The slowing of the ca ence aci 1 

b 1 • s trailino blood \\ hit man draws the reader 
rather than simply stating that the am u anza 1 ::, ' . . " . ,, 

. . f the bloodletting con tamed m the word dnp 
further into the scene vllth both the action ° . 

.. " 
1 

od" as an object which can be readily abstracted 
and his effort to move beyond the word b 0 
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to blood as a "red drip," a more concrete cha a t · · h. . . 

r c enzat1on w 1ch 1s certainly easier to 
visualize. We are al so informed that the a b I · · · "" ,, 

m u anza 1s trailing its red drip, as opposed to 
"a" red drip; this suggests the perpetual nature of the a ful bl di · h 

w oo ettmg t at occurs here by 

making it synonymous with the ambulanza. The possessive pronoun lets us know that at the 

time of these recollected events Whitman's "old artilleri·st" · t h d d · f h , assoc1a es t e re np o t e 

ambulanza with bloodletting of the past and present--and there is nothing in the sequence to 

suggest that he could or could not see it continuing indefinitely Indeed, this vagueness 

concerning the artillerist's feelings of hope or hopelessness in the situation permits us to 

imagine with better clarity the seemingly endless journey of the ambulanza moving from post 

to po st, carrying body after body The line ultimately makes a stronger impact with the 

horrors suggested through the blood images than the horrors which are blunt! di sclosed in 

the final line of the stanza: "The whizz of li mbs, heads, tone, wood, iron. high in the air'· 

(53). This is due to the fact that , as gruesome as the image in the final line may be, they are 

flashed before us and become fragmentary (both literal! and fi gurati\'ely), wherea the blood 

image brings us beyond the instant shock re pan e of fl ying bod_ pa rt to th more profo und 

emotions connected with the idea of a bleeding trai n of human bodi In truth. ~ hit man ' 

use of cataloging in the fi nal line can cau e the perception that the body pa rt are to be 

equated with the stone, wood, and iron. If we follow th i idea in light oft he in e ant nature 

of the "red drip," then it is possible to iev,1 a imilar pa!!ern emerging from both line 

regarding the insidious mechanistic propertie whi ch can often urround and characteri ze , ar 

it self; it is the dehumanizing aspects of war whi h often e m to trouble \\' hi t man th mo t, 

h ect when \\Ti ting of it horror and he commonly focuses upon t ese asp 

The horrible sight s of death and mutilation vie,\·ed by \\'hi t man while touring field 

. . . . fi ndation to manv of the poem contained in the hospitals durmg the Civil War serve as a ou -

f h. 1 t oem Amano these the poem "A 
section titled "Drum Taps," as well as several O is a er p · · ::, ' . 

d h R ad nknovm'· is a veritable tour de force with 
March in the Ranks Hard-Prest, an t e 0 

. . a . lo red in this chapter After telling of the army's 
regard to the kind of blood imagery beme, exp . . 

. . . ht Whitman goes on to discuss the d1sturbmg play 
arrival at the church/hospital after midmg ' 

·e as an exquisite prelude to the dark blood 
of shadows in the dimly lit place The shadows serv · 
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imagery of the following passage 

At my feet more distinctly a soldier a mere I d . d 
. ' a ' m anger of bleeding to death, (he is 

shot m the abdomen, ) 

I stanch the blood temporarily (the youn t , !'. . . 
, gs er s iace 1s white as a lily,) 

Then before I depart I sweep my eyes 0 , th !'. . 
er e scene 1am to absorb it all 

Faces, varieties, postures beyond description most . b . ' 
, m O scunty, some of them dead 

Surgeons operating, attendants holding lights, the smell of ether, the odor of blood: 

The crowd, 0 the crowd of the bloody forms, the yard outside also fill' d (21 g_ 19) 

The bloodletting continues in the poem "F ranee · The 18th Year of th s " wh· · ese tates as 1tman 

moves back in time to deliver his feelings concerning one of the opening years of the French 

Revolution. As we know, Whitman 's poetic persona is quite malleable in terms of time, and 

with the statement of " I walk ' d the shores of my Eastern sea" ( 172)--we find one of many 

examples concerning how this malleability also extends to the notion of place; in thi piece, 

he is the spokesperson for the States--if not the States themselves From the shore he hear 
. ' 

the waking voice of freedom personified by the image of the "di ine infant ," and then 

proceeds to relate the flurry of actions that make up the re olt out of \ hich the voice of 

freedom is rising . Among these actions, we find the image of "the blood in the gutters 

running" ( 172) Whitman is once again showing us blood in motion to denote a bloodletting; 

moreover, in order to convey the grand scale of bloodletting which haracterize an event 

such as the French Revolution he must evoke a sense of thi motion in term that refl ect the 
' 

proportions of the event Whitman places the reader squarely into the immediate action with 

this particular use of the blood image; the corpses may be motionless sealed chapters of a 

human drama but we are still faced with the torrent of blood running in the gutters The fact 
' 

that it runs in the gutters rather than into the ground where it can nurture the soil shows the 

· · · · h d the image of "heaps" of corpses tragic extent of the waste which 1s occurnng ere, as oes 

· " · h t brils " presumably for decapitation All and the vision of people bemg borne away m t e um , 
· r f; f "the battues 

of the ghastly visions of this line become encapsulated m the next me as acets 0 

. . h · k fi nor desperate at what is taking 
of death" (I 72) . The poet claims that he 1s ne1t er sic rom 

. 0 • 0 slaughter is a necessary evil which the 
place, namely because he reahzes that the on.:,om.:, 
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people of France must suffer in order to attain the fi d h 

ree om t ey seek--to receive the "divine 
infant '' and allow her to grow 

However, just because Whitman recognizes the bl d h d . 00 s e as a necessary evil does not 
mean that he is entirely comfortable with it and we can ob h. · . 

' serve t IS sentiment lymg beneath 
the questions which constitute the third stanza· "Pale silent t h 

· , , s em, w at could I say to that 
Jong-accrued retribution? I Could I wish humanity different? ; c Id I · h h 

. ou WIS t e people made 

of wood and stone? / Or that there be no justice in destiny or time?" (172-73) . These are 

ultimately rhetorical questions; the poet understands that he must assent to the retribution for 

the greater good which is to come from it (i .e. freedom, liberty, democracy), and that he also 

cannot realistically expect the people to carry on beneath dehumanizing oppression without 

making some effort to improve the quality of their lives. Yet , the simple fact that he must ask 

these questions at all seems to indicate the poet 's reluctance toward justifying (or possibly 

advocating) violence and bloodshed, no matter how sound the rea oning behind it ma be. 

Whitman places himself in a position where we can sense hi s uneasiness, and his method for 

alleviating this uneasiness is what we encounter in the final stanza a he tates that "I do not 

deny that terrible red birth and baptism, / But remember the little voice that I heard wailing, 

and wait with perfect trust, no matter how long, I And from to-da ad and cogent I maintain 

th e bequeath 'd cause, as for all lands ." ( 173) . The econd blood image in the poem come 

under the mantle of life celebration, and Whitman 's use ofthi a pect injuxtapo ition wi th 

the previous violent aspect amounts to a brilliant stylistic mea ure which con e the poet 

belief that in this instance blood will not be shed in vain it will become part of the creation 
) ) 

of a new life where freedom and democracy prevail. His method for alle\ iating the unea ines 

that he may yet feel in justifying the bloodletting lies in the poet s vo, 10 keep the th0ught 

. b -1 wailing voice O er time and causes it of freedom alive in his own mmd as he remem ers I s 
. d f h nd allow them to have their own 

to filter into his work, which will touch the mm s o ot ers a 
. f h. son and determine whether or not the 

freedom of choice as they examine the words o IS g 

path to freedom must always involve bloodshed. 



Chapter 5 

The Deeper Truths: The Movement from the Spilling 

of Blood to Spiritual Affirmation 

In Whitman's hands, blood imagery becomes ffi . 
. . . . an e ect1ve tool for uncovering deeper 

truths about the md1v1dual m a community of pea I . 
ce, ove, or war. The physical entity 

confronted by "dark" blood images that display Whitman's d th th · ' 
ea reat, rests m peaceful 

antithesis with the spiritual entity, one that shows Whitman's 1·nsi·ste t d f fli . n ream o a Irmation 
and divinity. In his war poems the spilled blood splattered blood d · d bl d , , nppe oo connote 

death (unlike the circulatory blood), yet within the poetry Whitman uses touches of irony so 

that the harsh reality of death can be played against the immortal ideals For example, in II A 

March in the Ranks Hard-Prest, and the Road Unknown" (mentioned above in Chapter 4), 

the impact of war's carnage is heightened when we consider that Whitman, with carefully 

drawn irony, uses a church as the field hospital. In this instance, the mixture of the church 

image with these dark images of blood allows us to glimpse some of his spiritual ideas. The 

origin of these ideas lies in Whitman 's firm belief in the divinity of man and the primary 

importance of one's role as an individual in society The church, of cour e, repre ent God; 

moreover, it represents the God for whom both sides of the war struggle. Both 1orth and 

South have assembled annies wl-uch are fighting in the name of God armie which contribute 

to the destruction of man 's divinity by causing him to be less like a man and more like a 

machine--one that kills as well as one that can be broken in order to imply become part of 

"the crowd of the bloody forms ." Therefore, the concept of man ' divinit) that Whitman 

holds so dear may be eradicated through war and replaced by the proce s of dehumanization 

n · h · · d h. · the poet combats the circumstances behind this process by v, 1t a satmc e ge to 1s voice, 
. . . . h h h ecially since the war is being fought displaying images of blood spdlmg m t e c urc , esp 

. . 1 h bl d dehumanized masses before largely in the name of God. Whitman 1rorucally P aces t e 00 Y, 
. . h t be expressing a desire for God to take 

God in a place of worship. By domg this, e seems O . 

. . carnaoe which at this particular time, 
a firm look at the camaoe bein° wrought m His name-- 0 ' 

=> => . • the "bloody forms" waiting well 
appears to have no end; indeed, we are easily able to imagine 

beyond "the yard outside also fill' d." 
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In truth, Whitman knows that there will be no end t th bl d 
o e oo shed unless people 

accept the divinity within themselves and each other only then can th . 
, e proper worship of God 

occur The poet is also thrusting an indictment upon religious institutions with this 

combination of church and blood imagery, or at least those which adopt a militant stance in 

regard to the war by espousing sentiments that the soldiers are fighting in God's army, or that 

God is in alliance with one side of the conflict or the other. He makes this indictment a lasting 

one not only by providing images of blood being spilled in the church but by placing emphasis 

on the magnitude of the group of"bloody forms" and the pervasive "odor of blood" to imply 

that the church is saturated with blood . Through this saturation, Whitman is ultimately 

suggesting that the notions of the church about the nature of this war and God 's role in it 

have become, for the most part, trivialized beneath the alarming amount of bloodshed from 

both the orth and South. God 's role in the matter is, not surpri singly, a total! impartial one: 

he wi ll let both sides of the struggle atone in blood for their failure to accept the di init . in 

themselves and each other Until such acceptance is met , the American people will be left to 

the course of action given by the poet in the final two lines: "Resuming, marching, ever in 

darkness marching, on in the ranks, / The unknown road still marching .. (_ 19) 

The satiric voice of Whitman finds expression again with the poem "Thick- prinkled 

B · " Here WhitmanJ·oins his dark blood imagery to the highly pro,·ocati,e image of the unting. 

American flag . Due to the brevity of the piece, it can be reprinted here in it entirety 

Thick-sprinkled bunting I flag of stars 1 

d f; t fu l flao--lona yet your road and lined with bloody death. Long yet your roa a e .::, o 

For the prize I see at issue at last is the world , 

All its ships and shores I see interwoven with ) our threads greedy banner; 

. h. h b e to flaunt unri al d') Dream' d again the flags of kings, ig est om ' . 

0 hasten flag of man--O with sure and steady step, passi ng highest flags of kings, 

. h mbol--run up abo e them all , 
Walk supreme to the heavens mig ty sy 

Flag of stars I thick-sprinkled bunting I (336) 

. h m one that has gained supremacy 
. fl a symbol m t e poe ' Whitman identifies the Amencan a.::, as a 
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over divine forces The mixture of the blood image and the concept of greed on this level 

serves to form immediate surface impressions in the mind of th d . 
e rea er concernmg the past 

and present course of American life The poet seems to allow the fl t er 
ag o auect the reader on 

a symbolic level because he is confident in the knowledge of how qu·ck d • 1 an passionate the 
emotional responses of most people can be when encountering subjects that connect with 

their nationalistic impulses Thus, he keeps the symbolic value of the flag operating 

throughout the poem; the flag becomes synonymous with the nation and its people. Whitman 

moves beyond offering surface impressions to arrive at a greater depth of meaning. The flag 

gives Whitman the opportunity to confront the American people directly as he adopts the role 

of poet-prophet, a role which he assumes comfortably ( and often). The confrontation amounts 

to a warning for all Americans to remember that a deep malevolence threatens to grow in 

proportion to the dizzying progress of the nation 's march toward attaining status as a 

supreme world power. When the image of "bloody death" is connected with \,\ hitman 's 

symbolic use of the flag, it becomes simply one of many aspects which ou tline the darker 

pages of the nation 's history. 

However, the dark blood imagery emerges from both it past and pre ent po ition of 

beino ranked with other assorted bitter aspects surrounding the growth of the count ry and 0 

gains a high degree of potency by becoming the common denominator through which the poet 

unfolds his ominous vision of America 's spiritual future . Thus, the image of "blood death" 

moves from the symbolic sense of being clustered with greed, the relentless quest for global 

domination as a "prize," the envelopment of the world s "ship and shores," and 0ther 

. . · · fb · o · evitable result if such greed is allowed questionable aoaress1ve acts to a pos1t1on o emo an m 
00 

. all , the flao as as mbol in the next-to-last to continue unchecked. When Whitman actu Y names o 

. . . . onto future events with the cry of 'Walk line and attempts to proJect its symbolic import . . 
b them all " he raises two issues. First, supreme to the heavens mighty symbol--run up a ove ' . 

" but can the American people ever hope to nse the flag may rise "supreme to the heavens, . 
. . d d bloodshed which will continue to 

as high without stemming the growing tide of gree an . . . d f 
. fl 's s mbolic import persists m the mm so 

characterize the nation? Second, even if the ag y d 
I 

hostile 
• . . ranslate into more benevolent an ess 

the people, will their thoughts m this area t 
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actions in the fu ture') He is asking, in essence, if social expediency in all its complexity and 

ultimate bloodshed can walk supreme His irony suggests the 
O 

• Bl . . 
pposite. oodlettmg m the 

name of God cannot be condoned. The spilled blood of Christ is a ed • . 
r emptive, savmg grace 

Neither greed nor patriotic pride should prevail but love and compassion for th h . . 
e uman spmt 

Whitman's immortal ideals were bloodied by the war and by the death of Lincoln, but 

they remained spiritually intact. His message, although shrouded at times in elements of 

irony, seems clear. In his preface to the 1855 edition, he says, "The old red blood and 

stainless gentility of great poets will be proved by their unconstraint," and then he announces, 

"We affirm there can be unnumbered Supremes, and that one does not countervail another 

any more than one eyesight countervails another .. . and that men can be good or grand only 

of the consciousness of their supremacy within them." In the same passage, he addresses the 

matter of human carnage: 

What do you think is the grandeur of storms and dismemberments and the dead liest 

battles and wrecks and the wildest fury of the elements and the power of the sea and 

the motion of nature and of the throes of human desires and dignity and hate and 

love'J It is that something in the soul which says, Rage on, ~ hirl on; I tread master 

here and everywhere, Master of the spasms of the sky and of the hat ter of the ea, 

Master of nature and passion and death, And of all terror and all pain. ( 418) 

As human beings, we may spill blood, both ours and that of others, yet Whitman affirms the 

. "I . 1 t onsistent wi th the reality of the oul to spiritual essence of human existence: t 1s a so no c 

. . . re divine than men and women" ( 419) . admit that there is anything m the known umverse mo 
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Conclusion 

One of the more tragic flaws in human nature is th ft . 
. . at O en we do not consider the 

extent to which our lives can and do affect the lives of th Th' . 
o ers. is basic truth of human 

existence not only deserves careful consideration in regard t . 
o our aggressive tendencies and 

the consequences of our direct actions but also in regard to O · 1 . 
' ur passive re at1ons to the world 

around us (i .e. personal appearance, general demeanor, decisions not to act). Walt Whitman 

positions himself as a writer who understands these consequenc d h c: es an w o 1orces us to 
accept the fact that we must gain a stronger consciousness of our connect·o t ·d 1 n o a w1 er range 

of existence, one that lies outside our often narrow perceptions of the world. Toward this 

end, he adopts the role of a self ( or soul) which is capable of moving among all modes of 

existence in an effort to confront us with the special interconnectedness that we all share , 

regardless of any desire which we may have to separate ourselves from society Thus, the 

poet himself becomes a supreme example of one who can think of the world in terms of a 

global community where, to employ a standard metaphor, each li fe is akin to a link in a 

chain--each life being of importance, with no one life being more important than another. 

Along with this all-encompassing poetic persona, Whitman 's use of blood imagery 

also conveys the necessity of maintaining a broader world view, and v.i th greater urgency than 

we find in his employment of any other type of imagery. Whenever one notices a passage in 

Leaves of Grass that deals with an instance regarding an improvement in the understanding 

of human interaction then one will more than likely notice that a blood image is involved in 
' 

some capacity, either as a key factor or a relevant supporting image. Likewise, if a passage 

• . . h d d. f ki.nd's stru ogles takes place, 1s detected where an improvement in t e un erstan mg o man o 

. k erty or other conditions, the whether they are related to hfe, death, love, war, war , pov , 
. . . . d d . t be a rather poignant image 
image of blood is usually involved to some degree, in ee , 1 can 

in such cases and a remarkably versatile one as well . 
' . b h ur direct and indirect actions can 

Whitman possesses an understanding of how ot O . 

ulace and it is an understanding 
have ramifications which extend to far reaches of the pop ' . 

. . . . . . ae This fact can be witnessed m the 
which has a symbohc equivalent in his use of blood imao ry. 
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poet, s decision to employ the imagery in active terms d • h . 

an wit direct purpose in some 
instances, while in other instances allowing the image to b • 

1
. 

e an imp ied one through either 
substitution of a related word (red, pulse, drip, etc.) or through a r . . . 

re iance upon the poss1b1hty 
that the reader will supply a more vivid blood image to a oiven work th th 

i::,• an e poet could hope 
for. The image may be used in an aggressive or a passive manner but the ra ·fi · f • 

, m1 1cat10ns o its 
use still extend far in either case; in truth, there is no other image in Whitman's poetry that 

is inherently versatile enough to connect to as many diverse images, symbols, modes of 

thought, or states of being with the dexterous quality which is maintained through the blood 

image. Overall, if we view the aggressive or passive nature of Whitman 's use of the image as 

being akin to the same two-fold nature as it exists in our actions, while at the same time 

viewing the various images touched by the image of blood as being symbolically related to the 

aforementioned "far reaches of the populace," then we can arrive at a clearer understanding 

of the symbolic equivalency between the wide-ranging effects of both our actions and of the 

poet 's use of blood imagery Ultimately, the many instances of blood imagery in Whitman s 

book prove his knowledge of its power as an image, especially when we note the many 

instances where the imagery is at the center of the poet 's message. 

Perhaps, above all , Whitman 's greatest accomplishments with blood imagery come 

as both part and parcel of rus role as an extraordinary poet of the human body and the human 

spirit Blood, both in image and in fact , is the crux which stands between life and death; th is 

h. fi d h 'th·n th1· s truth It pulses \,\·ithin his poet ry: is a common truth . W 1tman m s a ome w1 1 · 

One's-Self I sing, a simple separate person, 

Yet utter the word Democratic, the word En-Masse 

Of physiology from top to toe I sing, 

b · 1 · orthy for the Muse, Not physiognomy alone nor ram a one is w 

I say the Form complete is worthier far, 

The Female equally with the Male I sing. 
. d [emphasis is mine] Of life immense in passion, pulse , an power, 

Cheerful for freest action form'd under the laws divine, 
' 

The Modern Man I sing. (5) 
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Whitman touches both the blood level of humanity and the spiritual level. In his preface he 

says, "The greatest poet does not moralize or make applications of morals ... he knows the 

soul The soul has that measureless pride which consists in never acknowledging any lessons 

but its own" ( 417). He asks men and women to trust themselves--the rising and falling levels 

of their blood, their intuitions, their sympathies. Whitman reminds us that the great poet "sees 

eternity in men and women ... he does not see men and women as dreams or dots" (414) . 

Thus Whitman asks his readers to find their own identity, to discover their place 

within the community, to be wary and cautious about patriotic enthusiasm that borders on 

fanaticism, and--finally--to recognize the divinity flowing within the pulsing blood. 
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